Abstract. A systematic method is given for calculating sets of n squares of which any n -1 have their sum square. A particular method is developed for n = 4. Tables give the smallest solution for each n *s 8 and other small solutions for n =c 5.
1. Introduction. We give numerical solutions in positive integers of the equations (1) xf+yf=...=xfi+y2 = x2+...+x2 (|I>3)) with x¡ =£ Xj for i =£j. The cases n = 3,4 have been studied by many authors; references are given in [1, Chapter XIX] . For general n, Gill [2] gave in 1848 a method for finding solutions of (1), but his method, based on complicated trigonometrical calculations, is impractical for finding actual solutions for n > 5.
We give a simple method for finding explicit solutions for n > 5.
2. Method. We study the more general equations Iteration of the formulae (3) leads back to the original soli on. However, we obtain a different solution if we first change the sign of one or more of the *,. We can thus construct solutions of the equations (2) provided that we know a particular solution, which may be trivial. For the equations (1) We thus obtain the Euler cuboid (rectangular parallelepiped with integer edges *i, *2, *3 and integer face diagonals yx, y2, y3; see [4] , for example). Changing the sign of x2 (to ensure a new solution) and xA (to simplify), we apply (4) to obtain *, = 2abc(4b4 -3c*), x2 = 2abc(Aa4 -3c4),
From a = 3, b = A, c = 5 we obtain the solution 23828, 32571, 102120, 186120.
(c) n = 5. We give only a numerical solution. Beginning with a trivial solution having *, = *2 = *3 = *4, we apply the formulae (4) to y\ =^2 =^3= ^4 ~7' ys =8-This gives *i = *2 = 668, *3 = *4 = 892, *5 = 67, yl=y2=U79, y3=y4=im, ^ = 1576.
Changing the sign of *2 and x4 and applying (4) Change of sign of *2 and *4 and a third application of (4) 4 . n = A Reconsidered. Tebay [9] gives the simple solution *, = (s2 -\)(s2 -9)(s2 + 3), *3 = As(s + 1)(5 -3)(i2 + 3), *2 = 4j(í -l)(s + 3)(s2 + 3), x4 = 2s(s2 -l)(s2 -9).
With changes of sign and sequence, s = 2 gives the solution 60, 105, 168, 280. He obtains this parametric solution by imposing special conditions, the first being *, *2 -I-x2 *3 + *3 *, =0 (with change of sign of *3).
Martin [6] examines Tebay's method and corrects some mistakes. He remarks that Euler had given an equivalent solution without derivation [1, p. 503] . We now give a method for constructing numerous solutions for n = A, the foregoing parametric solution appearing as a special case. Consider the equation U4 + u\ + U4 + u\ = 2(m2«2 + u\u\ + U2u\ + u\u\ + u\u\ + U3M4), which we abbreviate as (5) 2«,4 = 22«24
Numerical solutions of this equation are easily found by computer search. The following equations are equivalent: (6) 4(h32m2 + u\u\ + u\u\) = (u2 + uj + u2-u2)2,
4(M2M2 + u2u2) = («, + u\ -u\ -u2)2, shows that (10) p + q + r = 0 implies p4 + q4 + r4 = 2(q2r2 + r2p2 + p2q2).
We rewrite (5) in the form u\ -2u24{u\ + u\ + uj) + u4 + u¡ + u4-2{u\u23 + u\u2 + u\u\) = 0.
Setting «, + u2 + u3 -0, we have from (10) «2 = 2(w2 + uj + uj).
To make u4 rational, we set u, = v\ -v\, u2 = v\ -v\, u3 = v] -v\ with u, + v2 + v3 = 0.
In effect we have from (10) 2(u2 + u\ + u]) = {v2 + v\ + vj)2, whence u4 -v2 + v\ + u2. We thus obtain *, = (vj -v2){v2 -vj){v2 + vj + v2), x2 = (vj -v¡){v¡ -vj)(vj + vj + vj),
x, = (4 -vj)(v2 -vj)(vj + vj + vj),
with v i + v2 + v3 = 0. This is equivalent to Tebay's solution, which is obtained by setting v2 = 2 (abandoning homogeneity) and u, =5-1, whence v3 = -(s + 1).
We note that Euler made several studies of (5) [1, p. 661]; however, there is no mention of the relation between Eqs. (1) and (5). 5. Tables. In Table 1 we give the smallest solution (that with minimum S) for 3 < n < 8, and in Tables 2-4 we give all solutions for 3 < n < 5 having 5 < 109. For n = 3 tables have been given by Lai and Blundon [3] , Leech [5] and Spohn [8] . The present computations were done on the IBM 370 computer at C.I.R.C.E. Each 5 is expressed as the sum of two squares x2 + y2 in all possible ways by the method of Nicolas [7] . We retain only those S which are expressible in at least n ways; we then have to test whether any n of these satisfy 2xf = s.
1=1
It may be remarked that it is never necessary to test whether an integer is a perfect square. Table 1 The smallest solutions 85  160  140  1008  187  429  832  828  780  195  1560  1755  528   1155  1575   117   252  132  231  480  1100  1020  880  855  2035  2475  748  2295  4576  5796  6300   1672   240  275  720  792  693   1155  1584  2340  2640  3120  2992  6336  5984  6732  6325  6688   9120   73225  196729  543049  706225  730249  3560089  3584425  6434041  8392849  14561209  15686089  40742425  43508881  69339625  73878025  85753369  88450609   18  19   20  21  22   23   24  25  26  27  28  29   30   31  32   33   495  2925  1008  2964  1080  4368  7840  7579  8789  10296  6072  5643  14112  4900  4599  935   3536  1100  9152  1881  4901  9828  8820  10560  11753  16929  14160  15400  17157  18368   17472   8160  11220  12075  9405  14560  13860  10725  17472  17748  16800  18560  21476  19305  23760  23760  25704   90723169  146947321  148031689  180998425  216698161  235198825  273080809  440504425  503751625  526380625  667933825  693567625  808991569  882910249  923071825  966840625 
